
Tips for those looking for work for the first time
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Job search - a difficult task, especially for those who have not worked anywhere and did not have
time to acquire experience. Several tips for those who decided to find work for the first time: 1.
Where to look

Do not expect offers, and start active searches. Especially since now it can be done without leaving
the limits of the apartment. There are many online sites that provide employers with employers to
post information about job vacancies that have opened in your open access. What could be easier
than to enter the site and view ads in the category of interest? In addition, on such sites you can
create your own resume, add information about yourself, your experience and existing skills, make
useful dating. 2. Learn the vacancy

Showing inattention when studying vacancies and information, which is connected with it, you
immediately prove yourself with the best side. Carefully examine what the employer wrote, and if
you are going to interview - do you care carefully read the maximum information not only about the
post, but also about the company in which you would like to work. This is especially important if you
plan to get a large company, information about which, as a rule, is in excess available in the official
website. Not to be guided only by the minimum description that is posted on sites with vacancies. 3.
Make a resume correctly

An employee of the personnel department deciding whether to invite you to an interview, it is
enough to explore your resume. That is why it must be treated very carefully:
Write briefly (no more than 1 sheet), because no one will be a detailed life description;
First of all, specify your contact details (including email and pages on social networks) and only then
their main life successes;
Where you need to enter information about education, in addition to the university and the specialty,
you can also enter courses if they echo with official duties at the desired workplace;
About the hobby should be mentioned if it coincides with the hobbies of the head.
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